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SUMMARY
This thesis has as its aim the presentation of the text of a substantial
part of a diary kept by a mernber of the Long Parliament, in an edition
which is readable, accessible and infornative. ft is essentially divided
into three parts.
The first part comprises an introduction whích discusses the value of
historical editíng as a discipline and sets out the principles upon which
the present edition is constructed. It also includes biographical
details of the diarist; and a physical description of the diary. Finally
an essay describes some of the background to the period of the diary and
an assessment is made of the value of the diary as an historical source
for the period of the Civil War in England.
The second part comprises a transcríption of the text of the diary:
approximately fifty per cent of the whole is included in this edition.
Footnotes have been kept to a minimum in the text so as not to overburden
it and smother it by an enormous apparatus. The approach taken in this
edition has been to keep necessary detailed information to appendices
which comprise the third part of the thesis. It is hoped that this aids
the readability of the text while yet providing informatíon necessary to
a fulI understanding. The information incrudes: a list of principal
persons mentioned in the text; a glossary; a chronology of eventsi and a
nap. Finally an index is included.
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STATEMENT
this thêsis contains no material which has been accepted for
the award of any other degree or díploma in any universíty and,
to the best of my belief contaíns no material previously
published or !{rítten by another person, except when due
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